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Cleaning Silverware 

By L. V. Redman 

T
HE discovery and recent perfecting of electric sil
ver cleaners mark a distinct advance in the art of 

silver polishing. 
Silver polishes and cleaners have consisted until very 

recently of materials which dissolve off the tarnish or 
cut it off by rubbing with fine powders. The black oxide 
or sulphide which forms as tarnish upon 
the surface of polished silver appears at 
first as a film so thin that it displays 
beautiful iridescent colors of purple and 
blue; the thickening of the film produces 
the black oxide color. Solvent polishes 
are composed of chemicals such as am
monia and cyanide of potash. These 
chemicals dissolve off the black coating 
and leave the silver a beautiful satin fin
ish on the surface. The cyanide polishes 
are very poisonous and should be used 
only with the greatest caution. 

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN 
which are being cleaned. The only precaution neces
sary is to take care that the piece of metal is in con
tact with the silver. The cleaning is done in a moment 
and several pieces of silver may be cleaned at the same 
time. As soon as the cleaning is accomplished the metal 
should be taken out and washed in hot water and dried, 
if the best service is to be obtained from it. As these 
silver cleaners are composed only of washing soda and 
salt, there is nothing in· them injurious to health. The 
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An Electrical Automobile Transmission 
System 

By Ross Babcock, M.E. 

T
HERE appeared at the recent automobile show in 
Grand Central Palace in New York a radically new 

type of electric automobile transmission. Aside from 
performing the functions now performed by the latter· 
day type of electric engine starting system, t!:Je new 

apparatus eliminates the usual type ot 
master clutch between the engine and the 
remainder of the propelling mechanism as 
well as change gear set and engine fly
wheel. Thus it substitutes for clutch and . 
gearset and flywheel and engine starter 
and their various controls, a single unit 
with a single moving part and one con
trol lever. With that single control lever 
it is possible to obtain seven variations of 
ratio between the speed of the engine 
crankshaft and that of the driving axles. 

In its simplest aspect, the new system 
consists of a compact generator, a series
wound motor unit and an IS-volt, 35-am
pere hour storage battery. The battery 
can be eliminated, for no reliance is placed 
upon it for the operation of the transmis
sion; it serves merely as a source of cur
rent for starting the engine and for carry
ing the lamp load as in the ordinary elec
tric lighting and engine starting system. 

Abrasive polishes are composed of very 
fine powders and are designed to cut away 
the tarnish. The powders are very hard 
materials, such as, for example, tripoli, 
rouge, double floated silica, volcanic ash, 
kieselguhr, fuller's earth and pumice. 
Each particle as it passes over the surface 
of the silver cuts off a small part of the 
tarnish coat, the scratch being too small 
to be seen by the eye without the aid of 
the microscope. This method of Cleaning 
silver is very wasteful, as it Dot only de
stroys the tarnish, but also destroys or 
wears away the silver. However, it is the 

Tarnished silver partly cleaned Cleaning a knife by immersing it with an alu-

The generator portion of the system 
has its field mounted in place of the usual 
engine flywheel which thus is eliminated. 
The armature is keyed fast to tIle pro· by electrolytic process. minium rod in a hot soda and salt solution. 

only method which will give to silver that excellent, 
burnished shield effect, which at times is so much to be 
desired. 

New electric silver polishes are being introduced to 
the public. They are designed to take advantage of the 
electric current which exists between two metals, when 
these metals are in contact with each other in water. 
The electric current, which is produced when two 
metals are in contact in water, is much stronger if an 
electrolyte like washing or baking soda or common salt 
be added to the water. The potential is further 
increased if the water be brought to boiling. Early 
attempts to make these polishes a com
mercial possibility were unsuccessful. 
for the metal used was tin. The wa
ter and soda were put in a tin pan 
and the liquid was brought to boiling. 
The silver articles to be cleaned were 
placed in the pan, immersed in the boil
ing water and in contact with the tin dish. 
When the pan is new the silver is Cleaned 
rapidly, but the tin soon dies or becomes 
passive, that is, covered with an insolu
ble film of tin oxide, which will not con
duct the electric current. Once the tin 
pan becomes passive, it is thrown away 
and a new one takes its place. The fault 
never lies with the powder. The powder 
is invariably soda or soda mixed with a 
little common table salt. 

With the introduction of aluminium 
kitchen utensils another method was 
adopted for cleaning the silver. The alu
minium dishes were used in place of the 
tin. The voltage is much higher between 
aluminium and silver; the cleaning of the 
silver is the matter of a moment if a 
spoonful of soda be added to the boiling 
water. The pan will clean the silver if 
the silver is left in cold water in the pan 

. over night. However, this method of using 
aluminium utensils is not to be recom
mended, as the vessels are soon blackened 
on the inside and the aluminium ware is 
dissolved away by the soda and destroyed. 

Aluminium dishes have been made and 
patented, for the special purpose of serv
ing as silver cleaners. These boxes or 
pans are fitted at the bottom with rods of 
zinc which serve as an electric contact be
tween the aluminium and the silver arti-
cles. The pans or boxes work fairly sat-

silver after cleaning should be washed in pure hot water 
and dried, otherwise it may have a slightly yellow 
color and taste bitter or brassy. These effects are due 
to the soda which remains upon the surface of the 
silver and tarnishes it yellow. These electric polishes 
do not dissolve the tarnish of silver as ammonia and 
cyanides do. Nor do they wear off the coating of black 
as the rubbing powders do. The blackened silver is 
actually reduced to bright metallic silver by this method 
and is replated upon the silver article. Thus the silver 
surface is preserved and the life of the silverware pro
longed indefinitely by this treatment. Laboratory tests 

peller shaft. The motor unit is mounted 
just back of the generator with its armature also keyed 
to the propeller shaft, but with its field securely an· 
chored to the chassis frame. The whole, generator and 
motor, is completely inclosed in a tight aluminium 
housing, as is shown by the accompanying illustration, 
and therefore is thoroughly protected from the insidi
ous action of dirt and moisture and from accidental 
injury. 

The principle of operation can be described briefly 
as magnetic drag. When the engine is started, the 
rotating field of the generator exerts a certain drag 
upon the armature which thus is rotated, carrying with 

it the propeller shaft and moving the car. 
The slippage between the field and the 
armature of the generator is controlled 
by the simple expedient of varying the 
strength of the field partly with the aid 
of resistance, and it is this slippage that 
affords the change in gear ratio between 
the engine and the driving axles. Obvi
ously, the slippage results in the genera
tion of a certain amount of current which 
ordinarily would have to be absorbed by 
resistance and thus be lost in heat. It is 
here, however, that the motor unit as
sumes the place of importance it occu
pies in the system. Instead of being lost 
in resistance, the generated current is 
passed to the motor, which thus becomes 
a source of energy and assists in pro
pelling the car. 

When the car is first started-with the 
control lever in the first speed position
the slippage is at its maximum and hence 
the maximum amount of current is passed 
to the motor, the result being that we have 
a comparatively high torque for starting 
when it is most needed. As the speeds are 
"notched up," the motor gradually is cut 
out of the circuit until at what in the 
average automobile corresponds to high 
gear, the motor is virtually dead. 

isfactory, and because the zinc rods 
serve as conductors, they do not go pas
sive or dead as the tin is inclined to do. 

This electrical transmission performs all the functions of an automobile engine 

starter and eliminates the clutch, changes gear set and flywheel. 

With regard to the amount of slippage 
that takes place at what may be termed 
the "high gear" position-and hence the 
efficiency of the mechanism-it is stated 
that with the engine crank-shaft rotating 
at 1,000 revolutions a minute, the speed 
of the armature will be approximately 960 
revolutions a minute. In other words, 
with the car running on a level road, there 
is a loss of about 40 revolutions a minute 
between field and armature. On steep 
hills, or in sand or mud the slippage may 
be expected to increase slightly. A fair 

Another form of electric polish has been introduced 
into the market very recently which for cheapness and 
efficiency is at present unequaled. The powder is put 
in small packages and is accompanied by a sheet of 
metal which is an alloy of aluminium and other metals 
higher in the electric series. All that is needed is a 
vessel of granite, iron or tin in which water may be 
boiled. The powder is put into the boiling water and 
the sheet of metal Is thrown in among the silver articles 

have shown that silver vessels placed in sulphur or 
sulphides until the silver is blackened and then cleaned 
by this electrolytic method, do not lose enough silver in 
one hundred treatments to be detected with a scale 
which weighs accurately to one two hundred and fifty 
thousandths of an ounce. The rapidity of the cleaning, 
the simplicity and the cheapness of the method, and 
the saving on the silver, should recommend the method 
to every one interested in silver cleaning. 

average would place the efficiency at from 93 to 96 per 
cent. 

As there is no mechanical connection between the en
gine and the propeller shaft it is evident that an ex
treme degree of flexibility in the drive must result; 
it is impossible for engine impulses to be transmitted
a car will run as smoothly, in fact, with three of its 
four cylinders working as it will with them all firing-

(Oonol"tletl on page 90.) 
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Electric Engine S t a r t e r s  and Electric 
Lighting Equipment for Motor Cars. 
Electric Engine S t a r  t e r s and Electric 
Lighting Equipment for Motor Boats. 
Apelco Storage Batteries. 
Apelco House Lighting Plants. 
Apelco Headlights pierce fog and dust as 
well as darkness. 
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g iv es a c l ea rer, clea ner, 
brighter illumination, at less 
cost, than a n y other light
ing system possible to in

<.:::--"'11 stall in the private home. 
Every house has its 
lighting plant - safe, 
and economical. 

Agmt, WanlLd 
Write for Catalogue of 200 styles. 

THE BEST LIGHT (JO. 
8? East 6th St •• Caaton. O. 

Solders and Soldering 
IJ If you want a complete text book on Solde .. and 
the art of Soldering, aivina practical, worleing re
cipes and formul.., wh ch can be used by metallurKist, 
the goldsmith, the silvenm th, the �weler, and the 
metal-worker in aeneral. read the foilowina Scientific 
American Supplement.: Nos. 1040. 1481. 1610. 
1622,1626,1644,1667,1673,1713: price 90cenll 
for all the copies or 10 cia per copy rna led 
IJ Order fro m yo ur newsdealer or from 

MUNN & COMPANY, Inc. 
361 Broadway New York 

WET E A C H Retail Advertising, Window 
Trimming, Show Card Writing, Salesman.hip 

Inorderto acquaint you with our school and methods of instruc
tion. we will mail you free our new fifty cent book, entjtled 

TEN DISPLAY MANAGERS TELL 

With this free book we will also include our complete list of 
over one hundred fifty business books. especially suitable for 
tbe retail store's library. A postal request will brinz- both. 
Economist TniDing School 231·243 W. 39th St., New York City 

Two Cents a Week 
Pays Wash Bill! 

This Washer eliminates labor and practically 
eaves all co.t. Does a hig family washing fo�l 
:��;.:':��.i.esit����e �-... ,.. ... 
of the greatest marvels 
the world has ever known. 
electricity or water power. Washes 
a tubful SpotlLS1ly clean In two to six 
minutes! WrIngs out the clothes to 
perfection as fast as you feed 
them-prove It at our expense. 

Any Woman Can Have. iI�WI 
1900 Motor 

Washer 
On 30 Days' 

Free Trial 
Don't send money. It 
you an. responsible . you 
can try It first. Let us 
pay the freight. See the WOn· 
ders It performs. Thou· 
Banda being used. Every 
uler Is delighted. They 
write uS bushels of let· 
tIltS telling how It saves work 
and worry" : Sold On little payments. Write for 
fascinating Free Book today. All correspond. 
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C ... e I IS Court St., Blnchamton . ... Y. If 
YOll live In Canada, address CanadIan 1900 
Washer Co •• � Y �DP St., Toronto, Canada. 
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Art Electrical Automobile 

Transmission System 
(Concluded jmm page 78.) 

and constant torque on the propeller shaft 
is practically obtained. 

Obviously, the functions carried out in 
driving the car can in a measure be reo 

tu I side rings. It is first used without the 
stilts shown underneath it in the picture. 
The legs that are extended into sockets 
at the top of the stilts are sharp. When 
spun up it balances perfectly on these 
sharp legs. A weight is added to the cup 
;;hown a t the side of the frame; instead 
of sinking down, the side where the weight versed when the car is coasting with the is applied actually rises. This is due engine running· free. In this case the to the fact that in order to stand it mu�t electric transmission then operates as an keep its center of gravity over the point efficient brake in which there is nothing of support. The only way to do this is to wear. It will hold the speed of the car by elevating the side upon which the down to approximately 10 miles an hour 

on any grade where traction is obtainable. 
'.rhe operation of starting the motor 

scarcely can require explanation. Current 
is drawn from the storage battery and 
passed to the field of the generator. Nor· 
mally this would cause the armature to 
rotate and the car would be propelled 

weight is applied. In Mr. Brennan's mono 
orail car, a large party may stand on one 
side, then rush in a mass to the other, reo 
sulting, not in depressing, but in raising 
the side to which they go. 

This explains also why in rounding a 
curve the car tips up on the outer side in 
proportion to the speed and radius of the backward. But when the brake is set, curve, so that to occupants it is as thollgh locking the propeller shaft, the field then the car were traveling in a straight line rotates about the armature, and thus with the floor level. This is illustrated in starts the engine. The electric motor this model by replaCing the sharp legs by serves a secondary purpose. When the car 
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All communications are strictly confidential. 
Our vast practice. extending over a period of 
more than sixty years, enables us in many cases 
to advise in regard to patentability without any 
expense to the client. Our Hand Book on Patents 
IS sent free on request. This explains our 
methods. terms. etc.. in regard to PATENTS. 
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Classified Advertisements is driven on what corresponds to high 
gear, it furnishes current to maintain 
the battery in a charged condition, the 
current supplied being at the rate of about 
10 amperes. When the car is standing, 
connections can be established with the 
control lever which will give a charging 
rate of up to 30 amperes, this rate being 
useful after the car has remained idle for 
a long time or for emergency. 

grooved wheels which are capable of run· 
lling on a wire stretched in the air or laid 
on the floor as a track. This improvised 

Adverttslng In this column Is 75 cents .. line. No 
less than four nor more than 12 lines "ccepted. Oount seven words to the line. All orders mnst he accom. 

monorail car will balance itself on such panied by a remittance. 

a wire even through a considerable weight 
is applied to one side or the other. The 
wire may be swung back and forth, but 
still it retains its balance without diffi· 
culty. After the experiments have been 
made in this way, the stilts as shown in 
Fig. 2 are then added, and even though 
they are high in proportion to the size of 
the gyroscope it is able to stand up and 

The system is not untried, for it has 
been in use in a car that has been driven 
for upward of 16,000 miles over roads even run on the wire when the grooved good, bad and indifferent, practically all wheels are placed at the bottom of the 
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swered. S. A. Jones, Waynesville, N. C. 

GENUINE ARCHEOLOGICAL SPECIMENS 
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if not genuine or if it does not please you. R. D. 
Messayeh, 90 Beaver Street, New York City. 

INSTRUCTION 
over the United States; inCidentally,. that stilts. its efficiency really is as stated is demon· 
strated by the fact that the gasoline con· 
sumption of the car was no higher than 

The rule above stated is capable of giv· F REE TUITION BY MAIL. Civil Service, Nor. . . I d t·e I I t· f mal: Academic. Business. Engineering. DraWing. Ing a very qulC;: an prac 1 a so u IOn 0 AgrIcultural, English. Law, Real Estate and Physical 
that of the ordinary car. 

The Gyroscope in China 
(Concluded jrom page 85.) 

Fig. 4. Considering the motion about the 
axis ce, the motion of the particles in the 
quadrants are now shown by the position 
of the black beads, and we quickly arrive 
at the same conclusion; that the force n 

will develop a similar force o. A natural 
question at this point is: But since the 

many gyroscope problems; for example Culture Courses thoroughly taught. Matr.$5; Tuition 
let us apply it to the case of the "wreStling': free to first applicants. Carnegie College, Rogers, O. 

gyroscope, Fig. 5. This and several other 
pieces of apparatus used in this article 
were constructed by Mr. M. M. Wood of 
Berwin, Ill. 

The wrestling gyroscope has been one of 
the very popular features of the gyroscope 
lectures in China. Its construction is 
readily understood by reference to Fig. 6 

PATENTS FOR SALE 
FOR SALE by owner. June, 1913. U. S:patent on 

Rimple device for self·clearing salt shaker English 
���a�:�:s�:a*.

r��ts also. M. E. Brooks, Box 274. 
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HOW TO RUN A LATHE-How to Run a Lathe. A 50-cent hook for 10 cents postpaid. For further ����g��':,'"�

,
argJ� Soutb Bend Lathe Company. 

It consists of a strong bicycle wheel with I N QUI R Y COL U M N 
the rim loaded with lead pipe and then Inquiry No. 9346. Wanted the natll�nd address 

Shaft appears to move around in a hori· wound with spring brass wire. When of . parties manufacturing tobacco stri pping rna· chIDes, and other machin es pertaining to cigar 
zontal circle, it" rim does not move out as spun up to high speed and the case closed manufactUring and cigar banding machines. Inquiry No. 9347. Wanted the name and address indicated in the different quadrants. How and set upon its edge, as shown in. Fig. 5, of an industrial scbool where shoemaking is taught 
then can it develop the forces indicated? it will stand up with a slight list to one in :��;:�:���48. Wanted the name and address It is a good question. The answer is that side, and will precess slowly around on of manufacturers having useful household necessities with a view to obtaining exclus ive territory for a the wheel rim does move out just as as· a nearly vertical axis. A member of the house to house canvass. 

d Th f b h d b k· d· · · ·t d t t t ff Inquiry No. 9349. Wanted the n a m e s  and ad-sume . e proo may e a y ma Ing au lence IS Invl e 0 use a s rong s a dresses of the makers of machinery for making Malt 
an enlarged photograph of the path of the padded at one end with a solid rubber ball Tonic, also a machine for making grease. and rna· chines for applying plaster (Cement Gun). 
free end of the shaft, and it will be found and make the wheel lie down on its side Inquiry No. 9350. Wanted the name and address 
that it is made of a series of spiral loops. (See cover l·llustration.) Any attack upon of the manufacturer of a printing press for the print· ing of tapes for clothing. The machine should pre. 
If a represents the force of gravity, 0 will it above. the middle develops a power. ferably be worked by band. Inquiry No. 9351. Wanted to make some article be equal to it in an opposite direction, thus ful and instantaneous reaction; and un· out of wood which could be made from 2 inch ash. 
preventing its falling; and . the ex peri· believable as it may seem, it is nevertheless ��a:,��rc:�:i�gw7����o

fgi fg'e��e feet of waste per 

mental proof of this is the fact that such a fact that the strongest man is unable to a �:7s':,i�ywzr.g· f.3 fn2 
... :'�i't1�� ��e

g���h"e as��t��r���� a wheel does not fall, but moves off at push it over. This experiment delights ty agency for articles of merit that can be sold to 
right angles to the direction of this force, the audience, and after two men have ����:� u�.:'n

us'ir: d��ir���ers at $3.00 or over. No 

in the direction n. joined hands and been unable to push the ol:'l::!'"Jur..�t�!:/wh����e���: A'::irb'I:�a .\'�n��ess 
This gyroscope c, Fig. 2, also serves to gyroscope over, the audience is willing to Inquiry No. 9354. Wanted the name and address 

illustrate one aspect of the gyroscope as a accept the statement that a fairly light ��o"u::'l���Y\':"':iaP�i�g�.
achine which will stitch silk 

compass. If after it is spun up, the shaft wheel running at a comparatively slow Of{�u:�k�o.0�3
t�fplex���;;'d the name and address 

is placed in a north and south position so speed is able to develop a very heavy reo Inquiry No. 9356. Wanted the name and address 
that the large ball is pointing toward the action. The audience then also readily of a manufacturer who can build an automobile wheel. 

a
d

l
lSOe w" esci

toa prreV fenderr'e·no . machine. Concerns in the mid· 
north, and it be lifted up by means of comprehends how it may be possible for a d. 
the cord attached to the fulcrum at the wheel weighing tons and running thou· of�n�1�1{.i�Tgiu���7or ;V���1n�h�0�a��1l���d

a�'![�� 
center of the lever, it may be curded all 
about the room and swung round several 
times in each direction, and taken buck to 
the stage, when it will be observed not to 
have departed from the north and south 
direction during its journey. This of 
course does not go into· a deep expla.n3-
tion of how the centrifugal force due to 
the earth's rotation is made to act on a 
delicate gyroscope to cause it to take up 
a position so that its axis will be parallel 
to that of the earth, nor does it explain 
how the corrections are made due to the 
forces developed by the motion of the ship 
carrying it. But it does go a long way 
toward giving a popular audience an im· 
pression of its possibilities in that direc· 
tion, as in the compass so skillfully 
worked by Mr. E. S. Sperry in America 
and others in other parts of the world. 
(See Fig. 2.) 

Of very great interest also is the gyro· 
scope shown at D in Fig. 2. This gyro· 
scope has extended shafts on the horizon· 

sands of revolutions per minute, to fur· 
nish a basis for stabilizing a monorail car 
or opposing the rocking of a ship. 

favors and cups. Inquiry No. 9358.-Wanted the name and address 
of maker of a machine to cut all granuiate leather. 

$250,000 AVAILABLE 
FOR EXPLOITING PATENTS 

IN EUROPEAN MARKETS 
From the nature of our business, we are 

continually approached by investors and 
others who are anxious to participate in 
industrial enterprises or purchase patents 
which are recommended by us. 

We are now open to consider, on be· 
half of a client, the purchase (outright or 
on royalty basis) of the European rights 
of a commercially sound and successful 
article at present exclusively sold in the 
United States. 

We have at command $250.000 for tbis purpose, 
Manufa.cturers who may have neflected the forehm 
market for patented Eoods or processes should apply to 

THE LETTERS PATENT INSURANCE CO. 
Limited 

KiDC'. Houe, KiDlsway, London, ElII"laDcI 

Now how does the precession rule apply 
in su·ch a case as the wrestling gyroscope 
shown in Fig. 5? It is seen that the case 
leans slightly toward and to the left of 
the reader. The force that is acting upon 
it is its own weight, which may be repre· 
sented by a downward force from the ring 
represented by the arrow a. Now if the 
bottom of the wheel is traveling from the 
reader, the application of the rule (rotate 
the force a 90 degrees with the wheel) 
would result in the arrow a being rotated 
to point in the direction n. This would 
cause precession, due to the force n, and 
would result (by a second application of 
the rule) in the development of a force 0 

which would counteract the gravity tend· 
ency at a and prevent the wheel's falling 
Now suppose that a heavy external force 
is applied, as represented by the arrow p .. , 
The effect of this would be roughly speak L-________________ ..t 
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